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Artist Statement

 permission Our body is the first place of inhabitation. Interacting with various landscapes creates memories and narratives are formed. Sites are affected by bodies and 
bodies are affected by sites. The more we move into ourselves, the more we move beyond ourselves into other places. Since identity is fluid, there is a need 
to go beyond representation and beyond identification, so participating with landscapes means provoking a new set of concerns. By engaging with diverse 
modes of performance practices and encounters (strategic, playful or disruptive), I consider the landscape of current cultural, political and societal 
developments and the possibility of confrontation and counteraction. I use the concept of performativity as a mode of inquiry to better articulate the 
ritualistic, theatrical, ordinary and interactive dimensions of culture and understand the dynamics of exchange and receptivity in performance. Throughout 
each process I question how performativity translates ways a person ‘performs culture’, ‘performs art’, and ‘performs politics’.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zuZ7iLoGv8s


In  Notes Toward a Performative Theory of Assembly , Judith Butler writes that assembly “can 
be an embodied form of calling into question the inchoate and powerful dimensions of 
reigning notions of the political.” The act of assembling in a piazza, theatre, or park can 
manifest the understanding that a situation is shared, but this shared situation has 
limitations, especially in a world where shootings and surveillance destabilize the power 
in public demonstration. Now that so many forms of assembly are threatened, how can 
strangers act together? What can happen when strangers move and speak together in the 
same time and place? Formulations of Assembly, Workshop-as-Event questions this dilemma. 
It is in direct dialogue with Notes Toward a Performative Theory of Assembly, and Judith 
Butler is serving as a consultant on the project.

Formulations of Assembly, Workshop-as-Event responds to a fear: in any event our lives are 
subject to precarity and violence. Through nonviolent movement and choreography, my 
practice-based research explores how to demonstrate vulnerability and empathy in a world 
where being subject to violence and/or witnessing violence is an everyday reality. We use 
performance as a platform to independently and collectively call into question what are 
considered and not considered liveable lives, thus creating new forms of community 
engagement where diverse voices inspire nonviolent realities and enact new ways of being 
culturally, socially, and politically responsive.



Formulations of Assembly, Workshop-as-Event Preview

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vI4i03Wp2-s


An open call 
for forming 
assembly is 

released 
inviting 

people, with 
or without 
disabilities, 

to 
participate. 



The open call is 
designed to include the 

following people: 
(im)migrants and 

refugees who have 
arrived within the last 
five to ten years, local 
and international high 
school and university 
students, members of 

the LGBTQ+ 
community, specialists 
in urban development, 

and artists working 
within the field of 
contemporary art.

Participants must be 
willing to work 

together in a generative 
environment and will 

be referred to as 
'collaborators'. 



This invitation was used as the open 
call for workshops conducted at 
Mare Culturale Urbano in Milan 
during 2018.  The goal was to 
communicate ideas in the text, Notes 
Toward a Performative Theory of 
Assembly, as a visual cue.

Punto di Raccolta-Collection Point
1. What is the point (goal) of 

protest today?
2. Unless something has a face 

it is considered an object.
3. Even if we have a face we can 

be objectified
Punto di Ritrovo-Meeting Point

1. What’s the meaning of 
alliance?

2. What are the conditions to 
include all sections of 
society?

3. The right to appear. 

These signs are found in the UK and 
EU to either direct the public toward 
disposing trash or safety in case of an 
emergency.  



Process of Translation 
 The workshop will be in English. Participants are welcome to speak a language other than English, however, they must inform 

Zoya in advance, so an interpreter can be hired.  The self-reflexive process of autoethnographic documentation helps us 
incorporate each collaborator’s ideas.
 
The structure of the workshop is flexible. I respond to the needs, interests, and personalities of the group. 



Forms of Documentation  
During the final stage of the workshop documentation (videos, photography,  field recordings, performative writings, illustrations, 
and artifacts) produced during Formulations of Assembly will be exhibited in conjunction with a discussion, performance, or 
performative party event to present the research to a wider public. 



Formulations of Assembly, Workshop-as-Event interweaves methodologies of social practice in art contexts. The aesthetics of human 
interaction and collaboration as participation, not on spectatorship, is explored by integrating elements of autoethnography, 
urbanism, movement analysis, somatic practice, and performative writing. Participants are guided through a series of exercises, or 
non-repressive actions to sustain bodily awareness. They are invited to move and speak together to experience notions of being 
“in solidarity” as a way to embody limitations. These explorations serve as a point of departure for discovering movements that 
exist between two states being, such as being together and separate. In a safe and inclusive space, strangers can express collective 
fears and hopes through movement and dialogue, in order to generate new forms of alliance and possibilities for assembly.

Participation as Collaboration
 



Autoethnography
 

Documenting one’s cultural experience during a time when nationalist, 
xenophobic tensions are rising globally is one mode of resistance. 
Autoethnography as a practice helps us recognize power relations that 
perpetuate inequalities. Engaging in the aesthetics of the self while thinking 
critically about social norms generates a new set of relations, possibilities and 
futures. Autoethnography is an approach to research and writing that seeks 
to describe and systematically analyze personal experience in order to 
understand cultural experience. (ELLIS, 2004; HOLMAN JONES, 2005) 

This approach challenges canonical ways of doing 
research and representing others (SPRY, 2001) and 
treats research as a political, socially-just and 
socially-conscious act. (ADAMS & HOLMAN JONES, 
2008) A researcher uses tenets of autobiography and 
ethnography to do and write autoethnography. Thus, as 
a method, autoethnography is both process and 
product. [1] 

1) First published in the German language: Carolyn Ellis, Tony E. Adams & 
Arthur P. Bochner (2010). Autoethnografie. In Günter Mey & Katja Mruck 
(Eds.), Handbuch Qualitative Forschung in der Psychologie (pp.345-357). 
Wiesbaden: VS Verlag/Springer. Reprinted with friendly permission of the 
authors and the publisher.



Performative Writing

During the workshop participants will be guided to 
approach documenting their experience through 
performative writing. If  participants wish to have their 
performative writings included in the presentation, they 
will decide how and where to install the documents in 
public or the exhibition space. 



Stage One: Workshop

Approach to Participatory Practice 
Formulations of Assembly is an event that encourages participants to engage in exercises that explore assembly formation as a relational and 
aesthetic practice in order to realize frameworks that embody forms of radical democracy. It is organized in two parts. Stage one is a workshop 
and stage two is a performative party.



Exercise One:
Engaging Horizontality 

I use this exercise from my autoethnographic 
research practice. It is used to generate awareness 
and focus. The goal is to embody horizontality 
using the meeting point between the sea or ocean 
and the shore as a metaphor, so even when a 
person is upright their body remembers 
sensations of being horizontal.

There are parts of our body we do not use. 
There are parts of our body we might never 
use. 

We can use our body to access new information. We 
can sense others if we invoke presence. Before we 
engaging in a conversation with others we must 
initiate a conversation with our body. 

Presence is horizontal and power is vertical. 
I try not to think of power as vertical. Power 
is not presence; it is an illusion of presence.



During the first installment of Formulations of 
Assembly, Workshop-as-Event, I had the pleasure of 
collaborating with Gian Luca Bernini Contini and 
Francesco Paoli. Gian Luca is a trained actor. He is 
also Francesco’s caregiver. Francesco moves in a 
wheelchair. Until then I had not worked with someone 
who moves this way. In the beginning I asked 
Francesco not to follow my movement but to simply 
be aware of my presence. It was very important to 
avoid directing Francesco to copy the way I 
interpreted the movement. I learned to soften my gaze 
while speaking to Francesco rather than bending at 
the waist. 

Casa del Popolo San Quirico, Florence, Italy 

November 25, 2017

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1nrSK1eaURoMAqXmDCbB4f_BRIzSK8cGT/preview


Exercise Two:
Limitations of Solidarity 

Performed through
Mimetic Movement

When collaborators work in pairs they are asked to move “in solidarity” while 
exploring inside and outside of the performance space. During this exercise 
they are asked to remember, in sequential order, what they observe and 
experience. After some time, each pair is asked to recall their experience using 
the same tone of voice and the same words while facing each other. Once each 
pair has shared their experience with the group, collaborators will be invited 
to re-enact how they interpreted ways to move “in solidarity”.

During the first part of the workshop we develop 
choreographic compositions that challenge reigning notions 
of how “being in solidarity” versus “being separate” can be 
enacted. We work in pairs as well as group structures to 
observe and confront the limitations of being “in solidarity” 
through movement and speech. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wG3ctAvSNEM


Our goal is to use embodied knowledge and produce an artifact that serves a particular public. It will be a contribution to public culture, 
not public art. The purpose of creating artifacts during the workshop is to materialize the absent “dimensions of reigning notions of the 
political”. In this case the artifact will not just be for a person who moves in a wheelchair but for people to reorient themselves to people 
who move with wheelchairs. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Z9CYyJmmpVQrOaEf3Howxcx9dcw5sT_5/preview


Exercise Three: Mapping Borders of the Mediterranean 



If we better understand the borders of our bodies could 
it help us modify ways of remembering and perceiving 
images of borders that the nation-state enforces? 
During the exercise, Mapping Borders of the 
Mediterranean, participants are asked to draw the 
Mediterranean sea and label the countries that are 
connected by it. Privileging water over land is an 
approach to promote connectivity and inspire shared 
relations. Afterall, our bodies are 50-75% water and 
water on earth is around 71%. 

As a group we chose the map that most accurately reflects “reality”. We 
discussed ways the media produces images of Europe, North Africa, and 
the Middle East and how it alters our understanding of the history shared 
between these continents. 



As a group we labeled each country that borders the Mediterranean sea. We could not accurately remember which countries 
share the borders of the sea. We discussed why we forgot certain countries as well as how some countries were labeled or 
drawn. For example, we left out Syria. Israel was written the same size as Palestine. 



Exercise Four:

Constellations of Bodily Action During this exercise, we locate speech in the body which is 
the voice's source and chamber of resonance. What can we 
say together that we cannot say alone? How can we 
acknowledge the multiplicity of the group voice? We locate 
forms of speech in the body as it situates the act of reciprocal 
communication over and against a universal conception of 
language that turns speakers into fictitious characters. 

Collaborators find another collaborator and take turns 
expressing a fear and a hope. After some time has passed we, 
as a collective, tell a story based on what we heard and said. 
We decide what formation is best to make while speaking 
together. At the end we attempt to retell the same story as a 
group while moving “in solidarity”. A grid is replicated on the 
floor and used to direct movement and serve as the linguistic 
and/or visual mapping for ideas to be developed during 
exercise eight, Possibilities of Plurality.

Constellations of Bodily Action is considered a performance, 
but the group decides whether or not to invite a public. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lf19fC7rXU


Exercise Five: Vocal Alliance

Exercise six, Vocal Alliance, seeks to guide participants away from performing gestures and speech acts associated with political 
demonstrations. We tap into our voice finding as many sounds and tones within our bodies by breaking “alliance” or “alleanza” into parts. 
For example, where can “ah/lli/an/ce” or “ah/lea/ahn/za” rest within the body? 

We explore physical, cultural, and social interactions between voice, body,  and environment. Activating notions of alliance in public places 
helps us understand the varied physical and cultural dynamics related to sharing space and context with strangers.



Exercise Six:

Mapping Intersubjectivity 

“Orientations allow us to take up space insofar as they take time. Even when orientations seem to be about which way we are 
facing in the present, they also point us toward the future. The hope of changing directions is always that we do not know where 
some paths may take us: risking departure from the straight and narrow makes new futures possible, which might involve going 
astray, getting lost, or even becoming queer…” -Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others, 20-21



In order to encourage a “group mind” during a collaborative process it is vital to understand another person’s subjectivity. For this 
reason the process of transcribing is necessary in exercise seven, Mapping Intersubjectivity. Participants were asked to divide the 
grid space how they perceive “same” and “different”, thinking through their bodies with movement. While undertaking this 
exercise a collaborator watches their movement and transcribes what they see and how the person moves through space. This 
process helps the transcriber learn the other person’s movement through mapping first as they are asked to replicate the 
movement before dividing the space with their own approach to moving through “sameness” or “difference”.

Process of Transcribing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fu3F9RTQpFA


Exercise Seven:

Possibilities of Plurality 

We create a map on the floor reflecting how different words, phrases, 
and movements generated by the group can be enacted in relation to 
how people move “in solidarity” within the context of being “same” 
and “different”. The group chooses one map that serves as the most dynamic 

visual representation of the “same” and “different” categories. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVRzXsi93vE


Formulations of Assembly is not simply a workshop to create (movement, dialogue, performative writing, illustrations, and artifacts) but 
also to present what can be discovered once a self-reflexive practice is imbricated within documentation of the process. We will never 
understand all the particularities of an entire event. Exhibiting videos, field recordings, and performative writings reinforces that 
being in solidarity is limited. The purpose of creating artifacts during the workshop is to materialize the absent “dimensions of 
reigning notions of the political”. The documentation installed in a performance space attempts to relay what occurred between 
movement and dialogue during the workshop to spectators who were not able to attend the event or interested in performing. Thus 
generating a greater interest in the concepts and possible modes of inclusion and reception.

Presentation of Research



Stage Two: Performative Party Event

Party in this context is used to initiate gestures of hospitality. The situation is similar to what one would expect if going to a 
stranger’s home for a large gathering for the first time. Perhaps you do not know these people well, yet. 



House Party

When I think of the word “house”, I think of the Ancient Greek word οἶκος, which refers to the conceptual sphere of “the 
family”, “the family’s property”, and “the house”. The English prefix eco comes from  οἶκος, so naturally the words ecology and 
economics come to mind. This lineage of language holds a history—an assemblage of relations between people and their 
environment.



The Invitation 

Guests are invited to relax and be horizontal. It is important to 
communicate that ways of being upright are not always conducive to 
freedom of thought. 



Assembly as a Solution to Precarity

What is used to separate us can also bring us together. The document above was created by a participant after we activated 
exercise 6, Alleanza, in public. We explored moving as an assembly (alleanza) in a park, at a bus stop, and in a bar called, Bar 
Asia. During this exercise we learned that moving as an alliance can seem threatening to others if we do not constantly shift 
our formation of alliance to include others. During this situation we observed people outside the bar drinking alcohol and 
speaking about precarity in their lives. Assembly can be a solution to precarity, but we must go beyond sitting, talking, and 
drinking. Physical movement connects to mental movement and is, therefore, necessary to explore during times of uncertainty 
and instability. 



How might social drinking inspire a conversation about social movements? 
Social drinking in the context of this performative party event invites people 
to guess the contents of a handcrafted liquor. We ask guests to close their 
eyes, smell, taste, and guess the contents of the liquor. The action reflects the 
exercise, Engaging Horizontality. While guessing the ingredients, we propose 
guests imagine the colors of a sunset on the ocean in order to stir sensations 
in the body and evoke a presence of a horizon. Afterwards we ask participants 
to find a stranger and enact the same situation. 

Social Drinking



Discussing the different flavours in the liquor 
elicits conversations surrounding sameness and 
difference. 



In a previous workshop, after performing Limitations of Solidarity Performed through Mimetic Movement, a participant shared the 
phrase “hezar too”, which roughly translates to “inside one thousand cells” from Farsi. He described it as locating the 
humanity shared between one’s self, others, and the environment. During the party we introduce terms and phrases in 
English, Farsi, French, Arabic, and Lithuanian learnt during the workshop. Reverberations of new, both linguistic and artistic, 
languages echoed in the party atmosphere through spoken word and music. 



After the action, social drinking, we ask participants to choose their favorite article of the constitution. We invite them to 
discuss why it is meaningful and whether or not the state is upholding this particular right. Guests choose whether or not 
to use a microphone during this conversation. 



We review our rights and question how they are enacted or 
disavowed. Our goal is to delicately acknowledge human rights 
abuses in a de-dramatized manner.



People are invited to read Notes Towards a Performative Theory of Assembly by Judith Butler and recite parts aloud if inspired. This is 
also an opportunity to discuss with the guests ways philosophy can be imbricated in performance practice, particularly during 
previous workshops, and applied to situations in everyday life. The DJ plays two music sets inspired by protest culture during the 
last several decades highlighting work from the Black Arts Movement and modes of resistance in music. 

Music & Spoken Word



In Being and Event, Alain Badiou writes that the event (événement) is a multiple which does not make sense according to the rules of the 
"situation," or existence. The event "is not," and therefore, in order for there to be an event, there must be an "intervention" which changes the 
rules of the situation in order to allow that particular event to be ("to be" meaning to be a multiple which belongs to the multiple of the situation 
— these terms are drawn from or defined in reference to set theory). According to Badiou, there is no "one," and everything that is is a 
"multiple." "One" happens when the situation "counts," or accounts for, acknowledges, or defines something: it "counts it as one." For the event 
to be counted as one by the situation, or counted in the one of the situation, an intervention needs to decide its belonging to the situation. 
Badiou’s definition of the event violates the prohibition against self-belonging (a set-theoretical definition which violates set theory's rules of 
consistency), and does not count as extant on its own.[1]    (1988) L'Être et l'Événement / Being and Event

Event



After conversations about the purpose of assembly today, guests are 
invited to create their own version of an assembly point sign based 
on their opinions and concerns.



Guests are invited to install their contributions alongside the 
documentation (autoethnography, performative writing, and illustrations) 
generated by workshop participants.





We envision the next phase of the project to take place in solely in public, rather than the theatre and public. The focus on 
site-specificity will engage participants and publics near ports, train stations or airports. The open call will be an invitation 
to use the project in either two ways: intervening during a demonstration or calling for a demonstration. 

Using the project as an intervention during a demonstration will offer tools for protesters to voice their opinions within a 
socially engaged art context. Guiding them through movement and choreography to prepare for performative writing 
exercises and later creating their own “Assembly Point” sign to be installed in the public space will continue to make a 
political impact after the workshop and protest. We will leave the participant’s “Assembly Point” signs and field recordings of 
their opinions from the exercises, Constellations of Bodily Action, as a sound installation. Documentation of the workshop will 
be published on social media.

Presenting the Formulations of Assembly, Workshop-as-Event, as a demonstration in a place, such as a port, train station or 
airport, rather than in a theatre directly confronts privilege of mobility and im/migrant abuses. The same methodologies of 
working within the context of socially engaged art will be activated, however, through this approach we will initiate the 
workshop-as-event as a demonstration rather than situating the project within a demonstration that has been arranged by 
others. 

Next Phase



Our ambition is to extend and finalize Formulations of Assembly, Workshop-as-Event within a multicultural, artistic 
environment. We hope to further develop artistic languages confronting issues surrounding violence against 
migrants, women and the LGBTQ+ community. The documentation (live art illustrations and field recordings) 
created during the workshop and performative party with fellow artist-participants will be an illustrated handbook 
and playlist inspiring civic action confronting human rights abuses. The documentation (illustrations, text and 
audio chronicling Formulations of Assembly, Workshop-as-Event) will help citizens consider ways performance and 
visual arts enact social transformation and political change.

Illustrations by 
Ladan Tofighi

http://www.terraealtrove.it/en/company/collaborators/ladan-tofighi/


Formulations of Assembly, Workshop-as-Event is a hybrid form of 
community engagement. It is participatory and discursive. It is 
convivial and sensual. Performing inclusivity can enact the 
desire for a “we” that is multi-centered, embodied, and 
performative. The notion of “we, the people” changes each and 
every time we collaborate. During this exchange knowledge is 
produced in the space between people. The result is a situation 
where performative utterances and bodily actions collapse the 
distance that is often experienced in relational, conceptual, 
and performance art.



Home Soil experiences are of the people, for the people. Through collaboration and 
participation, Home Soil offers common ground upon which the experience of citizenship, 
homeland, (for the moment) no longer matters. The body is one’s home. And since utopia is 
a faulty design, a non-destination, we create situations where everyday subjective reality 
shifts. We understand the world is made up of borders; but we insist on crossing those 
borders: encounters that create paths you might not have taken/have been able to take.  In 
order to confront nationalistic tendencies we examine tensions within one’s body, one’s 
body in relation to others, one’s body in relation to others in spaces/sites. We live in a world 
where witnessing inequities is an everyday experience, live or virtual. Our work responds to 
this. You can do something in the present, here and now. You can experience other realities, 
modes of thinking, or ways of doing, so that being in the world is being in support of others.

To extend ourselves outside the art world and to position our work within different 
platforms, we arrange and structure projects—performances as public intervention, 
archives as activism, and workshops as event—in order to access as many publics as 
possible.

Mission Statement
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